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SINGLE



Here is my gift  to you- ‘The Biggest Thing Keeping You Single’.

Here's a little bit about me. 

WELCOME,  MY BEAUTIFUL FRIEND
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ONE

SECTION



It is FEAR!

Without you even knowing it, fear is the biggest thing keeping you single. 



Fear comes in many forms.

All of these things are often symptoms of deeper underlying fears.

Fear is your way of keeping yourself safe.



I  Want to Let You in on a Secret!

You can’t open to wonderful love without the possibility of failure.



In fact, if you don’t take the risk you will never receive the gift of that wonderful
love you have always craved.



1. Fear of Being Abandoned

Jason’s* last relationship ended when his girlfriend left him for someone else; in
fact, it wasn’t the first time.  He had dated several women who had left him but
the problem started way earlier, in childhood.  His mother abandoned him when
he was five years old.

To him love = abandonment

The fear of being abandoned created his reality!

Fear creates self-fulfilling prophecies. 
A different belief would have created a different outcome.



There are different kinds of self-sabotage and different types of abandonment. 

It can:

These action swill push the other person away, causing them to also pull away and
will just re-enforce the fear and feeling of being left.

2. Fear of Rejection

t becomes a
way of life that stops you from taking positive action. When this happens, it
becomes a pattern and an issue.



The different ways the fear of rejection can affect you are:

3. Fear of Failure or Success



All are layers of these two fears.

4. Fear of not being Perfect/Good Enough
s the fear of being judged and not being good

enough, of being inadequate.



Sandra* had been married for ten years and never really felt loved by her husband.
After her marriage she had a string of unsuccessful relationships that ended with her
feeling that she just wasn’t good enough. Sandra would choose men who didn’t think
that much of her to start with and when they treated her badly it would then reinforce
her view that she wasn’t good enough. Essentially creating a self-fulfilling prophecy.

The fear of not being good enough created her reality.

It can be easy to be obsessed with your perceived flaws, constantly looking in the
mirror hoping you measure up, yet never quite feeling you do. To the point where
you won’t leave the house if you have a pimple!

5. Fear of Intimacy



You could:

6.Fear of losing control or losing freedom

I want to give you an example here to show you what happens:

As a single person, Emma* believed her freedom was so hard to gain that she was
reluctant to give it up. She wanted love but struggled when anyone got close to her as
her biggest fear was losing her freedom. This would show up in her life in many
different ways.  

For example, she would often:

Emma found herself self-sabotaging when someone got too close. The fear of
losing her freedom created her reality!
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STOP STOP

Enough of the Problems, 
here's the answer!



1. Awareness

If you do what you have always done you will get what you have always gotten

Are your fears causing you to live a life less fulfilling than you had hoped to?

2. Decide What You Want and use it to Overcome Fear

It is too easy to see a fear as a fact, when it isn’t, it is simply your view.
I love the acronym for FEAR – False Evidence Appearing Real.

4 Powerful Keys to Change



It is all about the meaning that you attach to something!
Fear is a powerful emotion and if you allow it to, it will control your actions.

It can be too easy to stay where you are now as you like your life, you are
comfortable and you know how to deal with it.

To create the change you want, you need to create elevated emotions of why you
want love, success in dating or whatever it is.



So, it is time to decide what your intention will be and get a clear picture of it. 

 Create a
clear picture of what you want and fill it with rich detail. Be specific and connect
what you want and how you want to feel – what is the reason why you want it.
This is the elevated emotion that will motivate you.

3. Action Plan

The key to change is taking action. 

When I work with my clients we put together an Action Plan that works.



3. Get Help

If you could have done it alone you would have already! 
 

What is it costing you to do nothing? 

I am here to help! 
Book your free Discovery call now.
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QUESTION #1: What fears are you struggling with at the moment?

Take the time to write them down



QUESTION #1: 

QUESTION #2:





“It's never too late to
live the life that you had

imagined!”

www.debbierivers.com.au



IN  THE END
WE ONLY

REGRET THE
RISKS WE

DIDN'T TAKE!


